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A General Macro Model:
An Attempt to Unify Macroeconomics?
Kazuyuki Sasakura??
This paper completes the Keynes-Solow model proposed in my previous paper
(this issue) by adding the government sector and the foreign sector, and
 
investigates a macroeconomy within the general framework. In this complete
 
model the quantity theory of money holds no longer. Results concerning
 
government fiscal policy are as follows: In the short run it is effective. In the
 
long-run steady state an increase in government investment leads to that in
 
production and income, whereas an increase in government consumption has
 
the opposite effect.In the golden-rule state fiscal policy is ineffective in changing
 
the level of real GDP. The model used is only one throughout.
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1. Introduction
 
Microeconomists are happy in that they
 
have the general model by Walras. They
 
can concentrate on a particular subject
 
without anxiety. They have a common
 
home to return to when at their wits’end.
No microeconomist doubts the theoretical
 
foundation of the model. The opposite
 
obtains now in macroeconomics.Macroe-
conomists have not invented a general
 
model comparable to the Walrasian model
 
yet.They are astray because they have no
 
home to return to with ease.That is why
 
each macroeconomist tends to focus on
 
his/her own particular subject taking no
 
notice of the connection with each other.
Thus there is a crucial difference between
 
a microeconomist and a macroeconomist
 
when they work with each one’s specific
 
theme.
No one would deny that the key to a
 
general macro model is to synthesize the
 
short-run macroeconomics and the long-
run macroeconomics. But how is it pos-
sible? That is the question macroecono-
mists cannot address with confidence and
 
in fact it has not been a main subject in
 
macroeconomics since the mid-1970s. In
 
this respect, however, Friedman (1971)
deserves to be remembered because of his
 
unique attempt. That is, he presented a
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“simple common model”that encompasses
 
both a simplified quantity theory(long-run
 
macroeconomics)and a simplified income-
expenditure theory (short-run macroeco-
nomics)as special cases.On the basis of
 
the model he proposed a monetary theory
 
of nominal income in which “there is a
 
theoretical link between the short-run
 
model and the long-run model.”(p.45)
Although I cannot agree with him on the
 
assumption of price rigidity in Keynes’s
 
General Theory, it was logically right of
 
him to say,“The rigid price assumption of
 
Keynes is? entirely a deus ex machina
 
with no underpinning in economic theory.
Moreover,given that the price level in the
 
long run is determined by the quantity-
theory model, there is no theoretical link
 
between the short-run model and the long-
run model,no way of connecting the one to
 
the other.”(p.44)But, strangely enough,
his theory determines only nominal in-
come.It has nothing to say about the fac-
tors that determine the proportions in
 
which a change in nominal income will,in
 
the short run, be divided between price
 
change and output change, though such a
 
defect also applies to the other two. After
 
all it was wishful thinking to hope that
“almost all economists would accept the
 
framework.”(p.61)
Nonetheless, I think that his approach
 
on the basis of a “simple common model”
can be used as a starting point for the
 
synthesis of macroeconomics,or more cor-
rectly the unification of it. That is, if we
 
start with the same model and analyze a
 
macroeconomy both in the short run and in
 
the long run using the model, the unifica-
tion of macroeconomics has been accom-
plished at the very beginning.In my previ-
ous paper (this issue), I took such a one-
model approach,instead of a usual three-
model approach based on the IS-LM
 
model, the AD-AS model, and the Solow
 
model. The model named the Keynes-
Solow model(or the KS model for short),
however,does not contain the government
 
sector and the foreign sector, both of
 
which constitute indispensable parts of an
 
actual macroeconomy. This paper com-
pletes the Keynes-Solow model by adding
 
the two sectors, and investigates a mac-
roeconomy in the short run and in the long
 
run within the general framework.
But introducing the government sector
 
and the foreign sector in a macro analysis
 
is a cumbersome task. In fact, even the
 
greatest macroeconomists such as Keynes
(1936),Solow(1956),and Friedman(1971)
dealt with a closed economy without the
 
government sector.In order to extend the
 
basic KS model constructed in my previous
 
paper,I follow standard textbooks except
 
for indirect taxes.Indirect taxes are ignor-
ed as such in macroeconomics despite the
 
fact that it accounts for a considerable
 
part of GDP.I treat indirect taxes explicit-
ly as well as direct taxes,and highlight it
 
as one of the symbols of the extended
 
model. The model is called the complete
 
Keynes-Solow model. It is enlarged but
 
only one as the basic KS model.It will be
 
shown below that the complete KS model
 
is able to analyze basic aspects of a mac-
roeconomy in a fairly general, and there-
fore realistic,situation.
This paper is organized as follows.The
 
next section provides the outline of the
 
complete KS model.The short-run equilib-
rium state and the long-run equilibrium
 
state are also defined. Sections 3-5are
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 concerned with the short-run equilibrium
 
state. Section 3explains how the invest-
ment-goods sector,consumption-goods sec-
tor,government sector,and foreign sector
 
behave.Section 4describes the simultane-
ous equilibrium of the investment-goods
 
market, consumption-goods market, and
 
bond market, while Section 5discusses
 
the traditional income-expenditure equa-
tion,the quantity theory of money,and the
 
effectiveness of government fiscal policy.
Sections 6-9are concerned with the long-
run equilibrium state. Section 6defines
 
again the long-run equilibrium state using
 
notations of the model. Section 7charac-
terizes the long-run equilibrium state and,
using the results,Section 8 finds the long-
run steady state in which macro variables
 
are growing at a constant rate.Section 9
begins by asking what the golden-rule
 
state is in the complete case, and then
 
analyzes the golden-rule state which is
 
newly defined as the state in which current
 
national consumption is maximized. In
 
order to show the relevancy of the model,
an example is presented in Section 10.
Section 11concludes this paper. Appen-
dices discuss Tobin’s?theory and the MM
 
theorem in the presence of indirect taxes.
2. Outline of the Complete
 
Keynes-Solow Model
 
In the complete Keynes-Solow model
 
there are the government sector and the
 
foreign sector in addition to the household
 
sector, the production sector, the central
 
bank,and commercial banks.The govern-
ment sector imposes both indirect taxes
 
and direct taxes to buy consumption goods
 
and investment goods. In case of budget
 
deficit government bonds are issued.The
 
macroeconomy considered here exports
 
domestic consumption and investment
 
goods to the foreign sector, and imports
 
foreign consumption and investment goods
 
from there. In case of current account
 
surplus this economy or the household
 
sector buys foreign assets called “foreign
 
bonds”with it. Although the complete
 
model works along the line similar to the
 
basic model,the government sector and the
 
foreign sector make it complicated.Thus,
let us see how this economy proceeds,
dividing a period into three subperiods as
 
in the basic case.
At the first subperiod of each period,the
(domestic) production sector makes in-
vestment goods and consumption goods
 
using labor the household sector supplies
 
and capital stock the household sector,the
 
government sector,and the foreign sector
 
hold.The national economy acquires GNP
(or GNI)which constitutes its purchasing
 
power of the period.GNP is the sum of the
 
amount of production of domestic con-
sumption and investment goods, and that
 
of the net receipts of factor income from
 
the foreign sector. GNP net of capital
 
consumption,i.e.,NNP is divided between
 
the household sector and the government
 
sector respectively as private disposable
 
income and government disposable in-
come.Each disposable income can be used
 
to purchase consumption and investment
 
goods, domestic and foreign. Domestic
 
consumption and investment goods are
 
bought by the foreign sector, too. Under
 
the assumption that money is not held as
 
wealth, three domestic markets of invest-
ment goods,consumption goods,and newly
 
issued government bonds are cleared every
 period due to a correct production plan.At
 
the end of the first subperiod the household
 
sector holds as assets capital stock, gov-
ernment bonds, and foreign bonds, while
 
the government sector has capital stock as
 
well as debts.
The second subperiod is that of portfolio
 
selection. The government  sector an-
nounces the rates of indirect and direct
 
taxes which are applied at the next period.
In the complete KS model there are three
 
kinds of assets, i.e., (domestic) capital
 
stock, government bonds, and foreign
 
bonds. There are four choices for those
 
who hold capital stock.First,they can hold
 
capital stock indirectly as depositors
 
through commercial banks or directly as
 
equity holders.Next,in each case they can
 
hold the capital stock as that of the
 
investment-goods sector or that of the
 
consumption-goods sector.When they hold
 
capital stock as depositors, the nominal
 
rate of return is a fixed rate of interest(or
 
deposit rate).When they hold capital stock
 
as equity holders,they have to expect the
 
rates of return on equities which depend on
 
the configuration of capital stock and
 
various values some of which are not
 
known until the third subperiod. It is
 
assumed that the price of investment goods
 
as existing capital stock and the configura-
tion of capital stock tend to be so deter-
mined as to make the rates of return on
 
equities and the deposit rate(or the rate of
 
interest) equal. It is also assumed that
 
bank deposits,government bonds,and for-
eign bonds become perfect substitutes as a
 
result of arbitrage, in which the price of
 
government  bonds as stock and the
 
nominal exchange rate are adjusted.
The third subperiod is that of plans for
production and issuance of government
 
bonds of the next period.The government
 
sector determines the amount of govern-
ment spending consisting of government
 
investment and government consumption.
And it plans to newly issue government
 
bonds when budget deficit is expected to
 
occur.There already exists capital stock
 
in each production sector as a result of
 
portfolio selection during the previous
 
subperiod.The nominal wage rate paid at
 
the next period is determined, and the
 
amount of exports and that of imports are
 
expected.On the basis of such information,
the production sector calculates the levels
 
of output and prices that maximize profits
 
and also clear the domestic markets simul-
taneously. Once the optimal output levels
 
and prices are determinate,the production
 
sector asks the central bank to supply the
 
appropriate amount of money as a medium
 
of exchange.
The first subperiod of the next period
 
comes, and the same processes are re-
peated over and over again.An economy is
 
said to be in the short-run equilibrium state
 
if all expectations of the last third subpe-
riod are realized.In this paper too,only the
 
short-run equilibrium state is considered.
Thus,the short run always means a period
 
in which an economy is in the short-run
 
equilibrium state. It should be noted that
 
markets of domestic goods and govern-
ment bonds are always cleared whereas
 
labor market is not always.An economy in
 
the short-run equilibrium state is also said
 
to be in the long-run equilibrium state if
 
labor market is cleared and the rates of
 
return are equal for all assets.In this paper
 
too,the long run always means periods in
 
which an economy is in the long-run equi-
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 librium state. It should be emphasized
 
again that a period in which an economy is
 
in the long-run equilibrium state is only a
 
special case of the short run.
The analysis eventually focuses on the
 
long-run steady state,in which the rate of
 
economic growth is determined by the sum
 
of the growth rate of labor supply and that
 
of technology.In this situation the house-
hold sector is able to control the economy
 
by changing the rate of consumption (or
 
equivalently, the rate of saving). It is
 
assumed in the complete KS model that the
 
rate of consumption is so determined as to
 
maximize the sum of current private con-
sumption and government  consumption
 
each period.For it is the household sector
 
that enjoys government consumption as
 
well as private consumption each period.
This view on consumption is quite new to
 
the best of my knowledge.It is found from
 
this extended version of the golden rule
 
that government fiscal policy is ineffective
 
in changing the level of real GDP.
3. Production Sector,
Government Sector,
and Foreign Sector
 
3.1. The Investment-Goods Sector
 
Suppose that an economy is at the third
 
subperiod of period?－1.As was explained
 
in the previous section,this is the subper-
iod of plans for production and issuance of
 
government bonds of period ?. First con-
sider the investment-goods sector planning
 
production of period?.Capital stock of the
 
investment-goods sector, ??, consists of
??and??.The former is held by deposi-
tors through commercial banks,while the
 
latter by equity holders. A subscript 1
represents the investment-goods sector.
The technology of the investment-goods
 
sector at ?is given by the Cobb-Douglas
 
production function:
??＝??????????, ??＝??＋??, 0＜α＜1,(1)
??＝?1＋??????, ?＞－1,(2)
where ??, ??, and??are respectively
 
output,labor used,and the effectiveness of
 
labor of the investment-goods sector at?.
The effectiveness of labor or“knowledge”
is assumed to grow at an exogenous rate?
as in (2).
The nominal interest rate,??,the price of
 
investment goods as existing capital stock,
????,and the rate of indirect taxes,μ,have
 
already been determined during the second
 
subperiod of period ?－1. Thus, after the
 
nominal wage rate, ??, has been deter-
mined, the investment-goods sector must
 
make a production plan under the follow-
ing budget constraint:
????＋???1－δ???
＝????＋?1＋????????＋?1＋????????＋μ????,(3)
where??,??, and δare respectively the
 
expected price of investment-goods pro-
duced at period ?, the expected nominal
 
rate of return on equities,and the capital
 
depreciation rate. A superscript ?means
 
an expected or planned value in what fol-
lows.????? is the amount of bank de-
posits related to??,while?????is the
 
nominal value of equities related to??.
Rewriting (3)yields
????＝????＋???????＋???????
＋???δ－π????＋μ????,(4)
whereπ?＝1－????????.For simplicity let
 
us call π? and δ－π? respectively the
 
expected inflation rate and the inflation-
adjusted depreciation rate.Since the share
 
of capital consumption in GDP is positive,
it is assumed that
δ－π?＞0. (5)
The purpose of the investment-goods
 
sector is to maximize??in (4)subject to
 
the production technology (1). From (4),
??can be written as
??＝??1－μ?????－????－???????
－???δ－π?????????????(6)
Since the right-hand side of(6)is a func-
tion of ?? alone, the investment-goods
 
sector has only to find the level of labor,
???,which maximizes??.Substituting (1)
into (6) and differentiating (6) with
 
respect to??yield
?????????
＝ ?1－μ????1－α??????????－???????????????????????
Then???can easily be obtained by solving
???/???＝0and???/???＜0as follows:
???＝??
?1－α??????1－μ???????????????
?
?
????. (7)
A superscript μ, of course, represents a
 
value when indirect taxes are imposed at
 
the rateμ.Furthermore,it is used through-
out this paper to indicate a value in the
 
complete KS model as distinct from the
 
basic KS model in which the government
 
sector and the foreign sector do not exist.
The output of investment-goods which also
 
maximizes??is calculated as follows:
???＝???????????
＝???1－α???
?1－μ??????????
?
?
?????. (8)
The maximization of??is equivalent to
 
the usual profit maximization.Let????
be the marginal product of labor at ?.
Then,since????≡??????, the follow-
ing profit-maximizing condition holds:
????＝?1－α??????????
＝ ????????1－μ???, (9)
which is equivalent to (7). It is apparent
 
that an increase in the rate of indirect
 
taxes depresses the production of invest-
ment goods,ceteris paribus. The marginal
 
product of capital at?,????,is
????＝α???????????. (10)
When the investment-goods sector
 
expects that investment goods will be sold
 
at the price??,it is ready to distribute the
 
value added,?????,among the factors of
 
production according to(4).Thus nominal
 
factor income in the domestic investment-
goods sector,???,is given by
???＝?????＋???????＋???????
＝?1－μ??????－???δ－π????.(11)
3.2. The Consumption-Goods Sector
 
Next consider the consumption-goods
 
sector planning production of period ?.
The explanation of the consumption-goods
 
sector proceeds along much the same line
 
as in the investment-goods sector, a sub-
script 1being replaced by a subscript 2
which represents the consumption-goods
 
sector.Therefore,it suffices to show main
 
features and results in turn.
The production function of the consump-
tion-goods sector:
??＝??????????, ??＝??＋??, 0＜α＜1.
(12)
The budget constraint on the consumption-
goods sector:
????＋???1－δ???
＝????＋?1＋????????＋?1＋????????＋μ????,
or
????＝????＋???????＋???????
＋???δ－π????＋μ????.(13)
The demand for labor in the consumption-
goods sector:
???＝???1－α?????
?1－μ??????????
?
?
????. (14)
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 The planned output of consumption goods
 
for??:
???＝???????????
＝???1－α???
?1－μ??????????
?
?
?????. (15)
The profit-maximizing condition:
????＝?1－α??????????
＝ ????????1－μ???. (16)
The marginal product of capital:
????＝α???????????. (17)
Nominal factor income distributed in the
 
domestic consumption-goods sector:
???＝?????＋???????＋???????
＝?1－μ??????－???δ－π????. (18)
The equilibrium of the domestic con-
sumption-goods market as well as that of
 
the domestic investment-goods market is
 
investigated in Section 4.
3.3. The Government Sector
 
At the third subperiod of period?－1the
 
government sector decides on the expendi-
tures on investment goods,??, and con-
sumption goods,??, of the next period.
The government expenditures are met in
 
the first place by its expected disposable
 
income
???＋???－????.
Here ???and ???are respectively the
 
expected indirect taxes and the expected
 
direct taxes.??and??are respectively the
 
total quantity of government bonds al-
ready issued and the interest(not the inter-
est rate)per unit of bond already promised
 
at the beginning of the second subperiod of
 
period?－1.Thus????is the total amount
 
of coupon payments at the next period.
When budget deficit is expected,new issu-
ance of government bonds is planned
 
according to the following government
 
budget constraint
????????－???
＝??＋??－????＋???－?????,(19)
where ???is the price of newly issued
 
bonds the quantity of which is ????－??.
The bond price ???is set by the govern-
ment sector.Thus,once the budget deficit
 
represented by the right-hand side of(19)
is calculated,the quantity of newly issued
 
bonds is determined.
Since????is already fixed,the govern-
ment sector must calculate???and???.It
 
is easy. (4) and (13) give the expected
 
indirect taxes immediately as follows:
???＝μ??????＋??????.
Denote the expected nominal national in-
come at?by???.Then,by definition,
???＝???＋???＋??, (20)
where??is the expected net receipts of
 
factor income from the foreign sector in
 
domestic currency. Substituting (11)and
(18)into (20)leads to
???＝?1－μ???????＋??????
＋??－???δ－π????,(21)
where ??＝??＋??. Since the rate τof
 
direct taxes has been announced at the
 
second subperiod, the expected direct
 
taxes can be calculated as follows:
???＝τ??1－μ???????＋??????
＋??－???δ－π?????.
Remember that it is assumed that govern-
ment bonds and bank deposits are perfect
 
substitutes as assets.Thus it is understood
 
that the price of government bonds as an
 
asset,?????, has been determined through
 
portfolio selection of the second subperiod
 
of period?－1as follows:
?????＝ ???????1-τ???.
3.4. The Foreign Sector
 
The foreign sector plans to buy con-
sumption goods and investment goods at
 
the prices?? and ??, respectively. The
 
national economy considered here also
 
plans to buy consumption goods and
 
investment goods produced by the foreign
 
sector at the prices of ????? and ?????.
Here??is the expected nominal exchange
 
rate, while ???and ??? are respectively
 
the expected prices of foreign investment
 
goods and foreign consumption goods in
 
foreign currency. A subscript ?indicates
 
the foreign sector.The ratios???????and
???????are the expected terms of trade.
A further description of export and import
 
is given in the subsequent sections.
The foreign sector issues foreign bonds
 
the value of which is equal to the current
 
account of the national economy. Since
 
foreign bonds and bank deposits are
 
assumed to be perfect substitutes, the fol-
lowing ought to have held at the end of the
 
second subperiod of period?－1:
????＝ ?1－τ??????????1－τ?????,
where ?? and τ? are respectively the
 
nominal interest rate and the rate of direct
 
taxes of the foreign sector,and????is the
 
nominal exchange rate that has been deter-
mined as a result of arbitrage in portfolio
 
selection.????is to??what????is to??.
4. Domestic Market
 
Equilibrium
 
Consider how the consumption-goods
 
market,the investment-goods market,and
 
the market of newly issued government
 
bonds reach each equilibrium.First exam-
ine the consumption-goods market. In the
 
complete KS model the consumption func-
tion is extended to
???＝????＋??＋???－???,
0＜?＜ 1,(22)
where
???＝?1－τ????＋????. (23)
???is the planned total expenditure on
 
domestic consumption goods from three
 
sectors.????is the planned private con-
sumption expenditure with ??? and ?
respectively as the expected private dis-
posable income and the rate of consump-
tion. Furthermore ??? and ??? are
 
respectively the expected nominal export
 
of domestic consumption goods and the
 
expected nominal import of foreign con-
sumption goods. The (private) saving
 
function becomes
???＝?1－?????, (24)
where ???is the amount the household
 
sector plans to save out of private dispos-
able income,and1－?is the rate of saving.
The consumption-goods market attains
 
equilibrium when ?????＝???. Substitut-
ing (22) into this equilibrium condition
 
gives
?????＝????＋??＋???－???. (25)
In order to make the model more concrete,
let us regard ???as a linear function of
 
private disposable income:
???＝????, 0＜??＜1,
where ??is the marginal propensity to
 
import foreign consumption goods. Sub-
stituting (21)into (23)yields
???＝?1－τ???1－μ???????＋??????
＋??－???δ－π?????＋???.(26)
Furthermore, substituting (26) into (25)
with the import function specified above
 
leads to
?????
＝??－????1－τ???1－μ???????＋??????
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＋??－???δ－π?????＋????＋??＋???.
Thus the equilibrium amount of produc-
tion of consumption goods can be obtained
 
as
?????＝???－????1－τ???1－μ??????
＋??－???δ－π?????＋????
＋??＋??????1－??－???1－τ??1－μ??
(27)
And the equilibrium price and output of
 
consumption goods are obtained by sub-
stituting (15)into (27)as follows:
??＝??
????????????1－μ??1－α???
?
?
???
?
1????
?
?
?
×?????－????1－τ???1－μ??????＋??
－???δ－π?????＋????＋??
＋??????1-??－???1－τ??1－μ????
?,
(28)
and
???＝??
?1－μ??1－α??????????????
?
?
????
×?????－????1－τ???1－μ??????＋??
－???δ－π?????＋????＋??
＋??????1－??－???1－τ??1－μ????
??(29)
Next  consider the investment-goods
 
market and the bond market.The demands
 
for them will come mainly from private
 
saving.Thus it is necessary to look at it
 
carefully.(26)can be rewritten as
???＝?????＋?????＋??－???δ－π????
－????＋???－????.
Using this,(25)can be expressed as
?????＝ ????1－???????－???δ－π????
－????＋???－???－????
＋ 1???1－????＋???－?????.
Thus the expected equilibrium private
 
disposable income can be written as
???＝ 1???1－???????－???δ－π????
－????＋???－???－???
＋??＋???－?????. (30)
Finally, from (24) the expected equilib-
rium saving can be expressed as
???＝??＋???＋???, (31)
where
??＝?????－???δ－π????－??
－???＋???,
???＝??＋??－????＋???－?????,
???＝???＋???＋??－????＋?????.
??,???, and ???above represent the
 
expected nominal private investment, the
 
expected government budget deficit, and
 
the expected current account in domestic
 
currency, respectively. It should be noted
 
that (31)does not mean a causal relation.
Correctly speaking, (31) says that the
 
amount of private saving is equal to the
 
sum of the three as a result of the equilib-
rium of the consumption-goods market
 
with the expected price of investment
 
goods??as given.
It is necessary that??＋???＋???＞0for
 
positive???in (30).In order for the argu-
ment made below to be clear, it is conve-
nient to take a“normal”case where???0
and????0.The following lemma is con-
cerned with money hoarding in such a
 
case.
Lemma: Money hoarding implies a domes-
tic economy which is always subordinate to
 
the foreign sector in the sense that private
 
disposable income is determined exclusively
 
by current account.
Proof:See Appendix A.
The above lemma states that??＝?????1
－??,if part of??－???,which represents
 the purchasing power in the form of
 
domestic currency,is not spent for invest-
ment goods or government bonds.Such a
 
situation is a morbid one because the econ-
omy is unsustainable if ????0 and the
 
foreign sector should break down if???＞
0. Thus, it is assumed that money is not
 
held as wealth(the no-Pope’s-father condi-
tion).
Under this assumption it is easy to show
 
the following theorem:
Theorem 1: If money is not hoarded, the
 
domestic markets of investment goods and
 
newly issued government bonds reach each
 
equilibrium at the same time and the equi-
librium condition is as follows:
θ????1－θ＝
????????
＝ ?????－???δ－π????－??－???＋????????????????????????＋??－????＋???－????? , (32)
where 0?θ?1 is the ratio of ???－???
that goes to the purchase of domestic and
 
oreign investment goods. The limiting
 
casesθ＝0and θ＝1imply respectively zero
??in the numerator and zero ???in the
denominator.
Proof:See Appendix B.
With private saving the household sector
 
can increase assets in the form of invest-
ment goods,government bonds,or foreign
 
bonds. Theorem 1means that the house-
hold sector spends the amount equal to??,
???,and???of the saving on investment
 
goods, government bonds, and foreign
 
bonds,respectively.
It is now found that a new fact has
 
appeared which did not exist in the basic
 
case. That is, the expected equilibrium
 
prices of consumption goods??and invest-
ment goods??are completely determined
 
by the market equilibrium conditions(27)
and (32). In the basic case the expected
 
absolute prices of consumption and invest-
ment goods are not determined unless one
 
of the prices are fixed, whereas in the
 
complete case both prices must be deter-
mined simultaneously. One of the prices
 
cannot be known before the other.
Figures 1and 2 illustrate a simultane-
ous equilibrium of the investment-goods
 
Figure 1. Indirect Taxes and Equilibrium of the
 
Investment-Goods Market.
Figure 2. Indirect Taxes and Equilibrium of the
 
Consumption-Goods Market.
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 market and the consumption-goods mar-
ket.Figure 1 shows the supply curve???
of investment goods when indirect taxes
 
are imposed at the rate μ, and the
 
investment-goods demand curve???with
 
the equilibrium price of consumption goods
?? shown in Figure 2as given. The
 
investment-goods market is equilibrated at
 
the intersection of both curves.The supply
 
curve??in the absence of indirect taxes is
 
also drawn in the figure.As is seen from
 
the figure, indirect taxes shift the supply
 
curve upward.Thus, the less output level
??corresponds to the same price in the
 
presence of indirect taxes. Similarly Fig-
ure 2shows the supply curve???of con-
sumption goods when indirect taxes are
 
imposed at the rateμand the consumption-
goods demand curve???with the equilib-
rium price of investment goods??shown
 
in Figure 1as given. The equilibrium of
 
the consumption-goods market is repre-
sented by the intersection of both curves.
The supply curve ?? in the absence of
 
indirect taxes is also drawn.It is not at all
 
known whether the equilibrium prices??
and??in Figures 1and 2are higher than
 
the equilibrium prices in the basic case
 
because they depend on various parame-
ters and exogenous variables.
5. The Short-Run Equilibrium
 
State
 
The arguments developed in the previ-
ous two sections can be summarized in
 
terms of a System of National Accounts:
????＝?????＋?????＋??
＝????＋????－??????＋???＋???δ－π????
＝???＋????＋???－?????＋???δ－π????
＝????＋???＋??＋?????＋???－?????－???＋???δ－π????
＝????＋??＋????＋?????＋???－?????－???＋???δ－π?????
＝?????＋???＋???δ－π?????＋???＋????＋???.(33)
The first line of(33)represents the expect-
ed nominal GNP at?,????,which is the
 
sum of the expected nominal GDP at?,
????＝?????＋?????, (34)
and the expected net receipts of factor
 
income from the foreign sector,??. The
 
expected nominal NNP at?can be written
 
as
????＝?????＋?????＋??－???δ－π????.
???＋????－?????in the second line is the
 
expected national income???,which has
 
already appeared in (21).It is very impor-
tant to recognize that????is the expected
 
total purchasing power of this national
 
economy. The ultimate object of mac-
roeconomics is to discover what deter-
mines GNP (or, in recent terms, GNI)
rather than national income.
The third line says that????is divided
 
among the household sector and the gov-
ernment sector respectively as private dis-
posable income???and government dis-
posable income ???＋???－????. The
 
fourth line implies that the household sec-
tor divides private disposable income into
 
private consumption????and private sav-
ing ???while the government sector divid-
es government disposable income into gov-
ernment consumption??and government
 
saving ????＋???－?????－??. The fifth
 
line states that ???? is divided into
 
national  consumption ????＋??? and
(gross)national saving ???＋?????＋???
－?????－???＋???δ－π????. The sixth
 
line is derived using the equilibrium rela-
tion (31).????＋???＋???δ－π?????＋???
＋???in it is the expected absorption.
Current account???is,as is well known,
described as the difference between GNP
 and absorption.
Now, using the above relations, let us
 
consider the traditional method of income
 
determination in Keynesian economics.
Since????＝????－???δ－π????,the last
 
line of(33)leads to the so-called equilib-
rium condition of the goods market:
????＝????＋??＋???＋???＋???.(35)
Furthermore, from the third line of (33)
the private disposable income can be writ-
ten as
???＝????－????＋???－?????. (36)
Then,substituting (36)into (35)yields
????＝ 1???1－????＋???＋???＋???
－?????＋???－??????.(37)
This is too famous an expression of equi-
librium income.There are two differences,
however. First, (37) draws a distinction
 
between government investment and gov-
ernment consumption. In income determi-
nation analysis government expenditure is
 
usually supposed to be government invest-
ment or“public works.” The distinction
 
in (37) is a natural consequence derived
 
from the two-sector model.Second,private
 
investment??is determined through simul-
taneous equilibrium of the consumption-
goods market and the investment-goods
 
market.(37)does not represent causality.
It should be remembered here that ??
and ?? in (33)are expected values. It is
 
another problem whether they are realized
 
at the first subperiod of period?.As in the
 
basic case,they are realized just as expect-
ed only when the central bank supplies
 
appropriate money as a medium of ex-
change. Such quantity of money ??is
 
calculated, e.g., as ??????＋?????
－???????,where??is the income veloc-
ity of money at?.Then,only if the central
 
bank controls money supply so as to sat-
isfy
???＝?????＋?????－???, (38)
the economy reaches the short-run equilib-
rium state where expected or planned val-
ues are all realized.
It appears at first sight that(38)implies
 
that the central bank is able to influence
 
the short-run equilibrium state to some
 
extent as in the basic case. But the fact
 
that the expected equilibrium prices ??
and??are determined by(27)and(32)in
 
the complete case limits the role of the
 
central bank.What the central bank can
 
do or must do for the realization of the
 
short-run equilibrium state is only to sup-
ply money passively according to (38). If
 
the central bank does not do so,it will lead
 
to the malfunction of the markets. Since
 
this paper focuses on the short-run equilib-
rium state,the central bank is supposed to
 
do so every period.And then the short-run
 
equilibrium state comes true every period
 
without an auctioneer.
Let a superscript ＊ represent a value
 
realized.Then,in the short-run equilibrium
 
state, ??＝??, ??＝??, ???＝???, ???＝
???, etc. In the short-run equilibrium
 
state(38)looks like a modified version of
 
the Fisher equation of exchange:
???＝?????＋?????－???.
However,as has been explained,this is not
 
the equation.The following proposition is
 
right.
Proposition 1: In the complete KS model,
the quantity theory of money,which claims
 
that the quantity of money determines the
 
price level, does not hold any longer.
In the short-run equilibrium state, (33)
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 and (37)are also rewritten with a super-
script?replaced with a superscript ＊:
????＝?????＋?????＋??
＝????＋????－??????＋???＋???δ－π????
＝???＋????＋???－?????＋???δ－π????
＝????＋??＋??＋?????＋???－?????－???＋???δ－π????
＝????＋??＋???＋?????＋???－?????－???＋???δ－π?????
＝?????＋???＋???δ－π?????＋???＋????＋???,(39)
and
????＝ 1???1－????＋???＋???＋???
－?????＋???－??????.
In the complete KS model the household
 
sector plays two major parts.One is,as in
 
the basic case, the division of disposable
 
income into consumption and saving.
Using (24), (25), (30), and (31), this is
 
expressed as follows:
??????????? ＝
????1－?
＝??????－??－???＋???????????
－???δ－π????－????
＋???－????－???＋??
＋???－???? (40)
In fact(40)is equivalent to(27)except for
 
superscripts ＊ and ?. The other is how
 
much to use saving for investment goods
 
or government bonds as is correctly stated
 
in (32). In the short-run equilibrium state
 
this is expressed as follows:
θ???1－θ＝
?????－???δ－π????－??－???＋?????????????????????????＋??－????＋???－????
(41)
Therefore,the short-run equilibrium state
 
represented by??and??is fully described
 
by(40)and(41).And it is understood that
 
the household sector exerts an influence on
 
it through?andθ.(41)is specific to the
 
complete case.It is found from it that the
 
government sector cannot determine the
 
amount of budget deficit.
??and??are regarded as policy vari-
ables.Then,does an increase in??or??
cause an increase in production and in-
come?Or,to put it in other words,is gov-
ernment fiscal policy effective?Since a rise
 
in prices leads to an increase in production
 
and income, the effectiveness of fiscal
 
policy can be checked by examining the
 
signs of??????,??????,??????,and
??????. The following proposition is
 
derived from the fact that these signs are
 
all positive.
Proposition 2: In the short run govern-
ment fiscal policy is effective.
Proof: See Appendix E.
This proposition itself appears to be the
 
same as what is usually written in text-
books, but there is a difference between
 
them.The latter is supposed to be based on
 
the sluggish adjustment of prices,whereas
 
the former relies merely on the realization
 
of a correct production plan by the produc-
tion sector.
Investment goods produced inside the
 
national economy is added to capital stock
 
of the economy as a whole except the
 
portion exported to the foreign sector.
Investment goods imported from the for-
eign sector also increases the capital stock.
Thus the capital accumulation equation is
 
written as
????＝?1－δ???＋???
－????????? ＋
????????????,(42)
where ??and ??? are respectively the
 
realized nominal exchange rate and the
 
realized price of foreign investment goods
 
in foreign currency.
6. Definition of the Long-Run
 
Equilibrium State
 
Having characterized the short-run equi-
librium state, let us begin to analyze the
 
long-run macroeconomy. This section de-
fines the long-run equilibrium state in the
 
complete KS model.First,derive the differ-
ence between ?? and ??. Rewriting (4)
yields
?1－μ??????＝?????＋?????＋δ???
＋???－????????,(43)
where ??＝??1＋??????????－1,and ?? is
 
the real interest rate.By rearranging (43),
the difference between??and??is written
 
as
??－??＝ ?????＋δ??????????
?????
?
?
?
?
?
?1－μ????????
??
?
?
???－1
?
?
?
, (44)
where
??＝??
?1＋???????－?1－δ???????????????
α
?
?
??
?
???????
???1－α?
?
?
??
＝????
??＋δ???
α
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?????
???????
???1－α?
?
?
?
?
??
.
It should be noted that indirect taxes do
 
not change the expected “normal supply
 
price”?? of investment goods. But they
 
shift the point where??is equal to??,as
 
shown in Figure 3. It is found from the
 
figure that indirect taxes take equity
 
holders to a disadvantageous position.
From Section 3 the economy is sup-
posed to be at the third subperiod of period
?－1.Henceforth,assume that the economy
 
is always in the short-run equilibrium
 
state, which implies that the production
 
plan made each third subperiod is always
 
realized at the first subperiod of the next
 
period.Here the focus of analysis changes
 
from the short-run equilibrium state to the
 
long-run equilibrium state.
In the short-run equilibrium state the
 
difference (44)can be written simply by
 
replacing a superscript ?with a super-
script＊:
??－??＝ ?????＋δ???????????
?????
?
?
?
?
?
?1－μ????????
??
?
?
???－1
?
?
?
, (45)
where
??＝??
?1＋???????－?1－δ???????????????α
?
?
??
?
??????????1－α?
?
?
??
＝????
??＋δ???α
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???????????????1－α?
?
?
?
?
??
. (46)
The difference between ??and ??can be
 
calculated using (13)and (28):
??－??＝ ?????＋δ??????????
?????
?
?
?
?
?
?1－μ?????????
??
?
?
???－1
?
?
?
＝ ?????＋δ???????
?????
?
?
?
????1－?
?
?
?
?
?1－μ?????????
??
?
?
???
－?δ－π???1－μ?α??????＋δ
?
???
－??1＋?δ－π??
?1－μ?α??????＋δ
????1－?
?
???
?
?
?
Figure 3. Indirect Taxes and the Expected Nor-
mal Supply Price of Investment Goods.
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＋?????＋δ???????
?????
?
?
?
??＋???－??????????????
－???＋???－????－????????????????
?
?
?
×?1－μ?α??????＋δ
1???1－?. (47)
The long-run price condition is described
 
as follows:
1???1－π????＝
1???1－π????＝???, (48)
whereπ is a constant inflation rate. A
 
superscript ＊＊ represents the long-run
 
equilibrium state in what follows.As for
 
labor market,there is the natural level of
 
employment,??, with a constant growth
 
rate?,i.e.,
??＝?1＋??????, ?＞－1. (49)
As a situation peculiar to the complete KS
 
model,the following are assumed:
????????＝β??????, β???0,
????－?????????????? ＝β???????,
????＋????－????????????????????? ＝γ?????,
????????＝γ?????,
????????＝β??????, β???0,
?????????? －
??????????????＝β???????, ???＝??????,
where????is capital stock in the long-run
 
equilibrium state and coefficients of????
are constants. The above relations be-
tween????and other variables are called
 
the proportionality conditions. It is conve-
nient to write as follows:
β?＝β??＋β???,
β??＝β???＋β???,
β＝β??＋β??,
and
γ＝γ?－γ?.
Now let us define the long-run equilib-
rium state.An economy is in the long-run
 
equilibrium state at?if the following five
 
conditions are all satisfied:
1.The economy is in the short-run equi-
librium state.
2.Full employment is realized,i.e.,???
＋???＝??.
3.The rates of return are all equal,i.e.,
??＝??＝??.
4.The long-run price condition (48)
holds.
5.The proportionality conditions hold.
For the sake of convenience,let us call the
 
long-run equilibrium state merely the long-
run state in what follows.
Conditions 2-4 are commonly used to
 
discuss the long run in macroeconomics,
while Condition 5 is new to the extent that
 
it is explicitly stated. The next section
 
examines the long-run state on the basis of
 
the above conditions.
7. The Long-Run State
 
Taking (45)and the first half of (47)
into account, Conditions 3and 4 imply
 
that
1???1－π????＝??＝
1???1－μ??＝??＝???.
(50)
It is found from (50)that in the long-run
 
state prices of investment goods and con-
sumption goods coincide and change at the
 
same rate.Thus it is convenient to use only
???for them.Moreover, a nominal value
 
divided by???can be interpreted as a real
 
value in a usual sense.Denote, for exam-
ple,real GDP at ?by????.Then,????＝
????????,and therefore
????＝????＋????, (51)
because of(34).
From (50), the labor demand in the
 
investment-goods sector(7)can be written
 
as
???＝???1－α?????
?1－μ????????????
?
?
????,
and similarly the labor demand in the
 
consumption-goods sector (14)as
???＝???1－α?????
?1－μ????????????
?
?
????.
Since ??＋??＝??, Condition 2 leads to
 
the following equality:
?
??1－α?????
?1－μ????????????
?
?
????＝??. (52)
(52) gives the long-run-state real wage
 
rate:
?????????? ＝?1－μ??1－α???
?
?
??????????
?
?
?. (53)
????is the long-run-state nominal wage
 
rate,and it is determined on the values of
???, ??, ??, ??, α, and μwhich are all
 
known at the third subperiod of period ?
－1. Let capital per effective labor in the
 
right-hand side of(53)be designated by??,
and capital per effective labor in the
 
investment-goods sector and in the con-
sumption-goods sector respectively by??
and??:
??＝ ??????????,
??＝ ?????????????,
and
??＝ ?????????????,
where????＋????＝??.Then (53)can be
 
rewritten as
???????????1－μ????＝?1－α????????
＝?1－α????????
＝?1－α????????. (54)
It is found from (54)that in the long-run
 
state capital per effective labor coincides
 
in the investment-goods sector and in the
 
consumption-goods sector. Let us call
?1－α????????in(54)the marginal product
 
of labor as a whole, and denote it by
?????.Then,it follows from(9),(16),and
(54) that ?????＝?????＝?????, and
 
that they are all equal to ??????1－μ????,
not the real wage rate???????.
Condition 3obtains as a result of ar-
bitrage at the second subperiod of period
?－1. The arbitrage takes place through
(45)and (47)in the situation where??＝
???and??＝????with??andμas given.It
 
is possible only in the long-run state.It is
 
natural to think that the asset price,????,
and capital stock in each sector,??and
??,are adjusted at the second subperiod
 
as follows.If??＞?＜???,????rises(falls).
And if??＞?＜???, the ratio of??to ??
rises(falls).As a result,??＝??＝??holds.
Then it is necessary to know what nominal
 
interest and configuration of??and ??
are consistent with the long-run state. I
 
will try to find them.
First, consider the interest rate. In the
 
long-run state, the real interest rate as
 
defined and Assumption(5)are respective-
ly simplified as
????＝ ?1＋???????????????????
＝?1＋??????1－π?－1, (55)
and
δ－π＞0, (56)
because of Condition 4.And, taking (50)
and (54)into account, (46)leads to
????＋δ????1－μ ＝α???????
＝α???????
＝α???????. (57)
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 Let us call α???????in (57) the marginal
 
product of capital as a whole,and denote it
 
by ?????. Then, it is found from (10),
(17), and (57) that ?????＝?????＝
?????,and that they are all equal to?????
＋δ???1－μ?, not the sum ????＋δof the
 
real interest rate and the capital deprecia-
tion rate.
More importantly,the first half of(57)
means that the level of capital per effective
 
labor as a whole determines the long-run-
state real interest rate,which in turn spec-
ifies the long-run-state nominal interest
 
rate????through (55)as follows:
????＝ 1????1－π ?1－μ?α???????－?δ－π??. (58)
Once??is set at????as in(58),e.g.,by the
 
central bank,on the values ofπ,??,??,??,
δ,α, and μwhich are all known at the
 
second subperiod of period?－1,the asset
 
price????is so determined as to make???
and ????equal with the result that the
 
inflation rate takes a value ofπ.Condition
4consists of two parts,?1??1－π??????＝
???and ?1??1－π??????＝???. It is found
 
from the above argument that it is the
 
nominal interest rate that determines the
 
long-run-state inflation rate as in the latter
 
part.The former part may be realized,e.g.,
by fiscal policy of the government sector
 
because of its influence on prices in the
 
short run.
Next consider the capital stock.(50)and
(56)simplify(47)as
????1－?
?
?1－?δ－π?
?1－μ?α????????＋δ
?
?????
－??1＋?δ－π?
?1－μ?α????????＋δ
????1－?
?
?????
＋??
???＋????－????????????????
－????＋????－????????－????????????????????? ?
?
?
×?1－μ?α????????＋δ
1???1－?＝ 0. (59)
Substituting ?????＋δ???1－μ?＝α???????
and taking Condition 5 into account yield
 
the ratios:
?????????＝
????????????
＝1－?＋???δ＋γ－π?－β?????????, (60)
and
?????????? ＝
????????????
＝?－???δ＋γ－π?－β?????????, (61)
where ????＝????＋???? and ????＝
????????.Capital stock is placed accord-
ing to (60) and (61) during the second
 
subperiod with the result that ???＝????
holds.????and ????are determined on
 
the values ofπ,β?,γ,??,??,??,δ,andα
which are all known at the time and that of
?which must be known too.(60)and(61)
show that ????and ????are also deter-
mined before the third subperiod of period
?－1.
8. Analysis of the Long-Run
 
Steady State
 
The complete KS model in the long-run
 
state is represented by capital per effective
 
labor,????.This section analyses the long-
run steady state. The method by Solow
(1956) is again very helpful to detect it.
The equation of capital accumulation in
 
the short run (42)also holds in the long-
run state as follows:
????＝?1－δ?????＋????－?????????? ＋
??????????????.
The proportionality conditions simplify
 
the above equation to
????＝?1－δ－β????????＋????. (62)
Dividing both sides of (62) by ???????
and considering (2),(49),and (60)give
????＝ 1－δ－β＋??δ＋γ－π?????????????1＋???1＋?? ????
＋ 1－?????????1＋???1＋????????. (63)
The economy is said to be in the long-
run steady state if????＝????. Let a sub-
script?indicate the long-run steady state
 
of the economy in what follows.Further-
more, drop “long-run”in the “long-run
 
steady state”unless it causes confusion.
Then the steady-state capital per effective
 
labor can easily be obtained as follows:
????＝??
1－????????????????????＋?＋π＋β－γ＋?1－???δ＋γ－π?
?
?
?????. (64)
It is convenient to assume that
?＋?＋π＋β－γ＞0,
and
δ＋γ－π＞0.
These assumptions make????always posi-
tive. Put
????＝ ????????????,
????＝ ???????????????,
and
????＝ ???????????????,
where
????＝????＋????,
and
??＝????＋????.
Then it is assured from the previous analy-
sis that
????＝????＝????.
The complete KS model in the steady state
 
is,therefore,characterized by????.
As for capital stock,
????＝??
1－????????????????????＋?＋π＋β－γ＋?1－???δ＋γ－π?
?
?
?????????,(65)
????＝ ?1－????＋?＋δ＋β?????????????????? ????＋?＋π＋β－γ＋?1－???δ＋γ－π?????, (66)
and
????＝ ???＋?＋π＋β???－γ?＋β????????????????????＋?＋π＋β－γ＋?1－???δ＋γ－π?????, (67)
because of(60)and (61).
As for output,
????＝?????????????
＝?????????????
＝??＋?＋δ＋β????????, (68)
????＝???????????
＝???????????
＝ ???＋?＋π＋β???－γ?＋β????????? ????1－? ????, (69)
and
????＝???＋???
＝??????????
＝??
1－????????????????????＋?＋π＋β－γ＋?1－???δ＋γ－π?
?
?
?????????,(70)
from (1),(12),(60),(61),and (64).
Finally, as for real private disposable
 
income and real saving,
??????????? ＝????＋????－?δ－π?????
－????＋????－???????－?????????????????????
＝????＋????－?δ－π?????－γ????
＝ ?＋?＋π＋β－γ????????1－? ????, (71)
and
????????＝
?1－???????????????
＝??＋?＋π＋β－γ?????, (72)
because of(21)and (24).
The market equilibrium conditions (40)
and (41)in the short run holds true in the
 
steady state,too.The former is the equilib-
rium condition of the consumption-goods
 
market,which has already been taken into
 
consideration during the derivation of
(47),and it is satisfied by(68),(69),and
 
the proportionality conditions. The latter
 
can be simplified by(68)and the propor-
tionality conditions as follows:
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θ???1－θ＝
?＋?＋π－β????????β??＋β??－γ?
. (73)
(73)is the steady-state equilibrium condi-
tion of the investment-goods market (and
 
also the bond market).It means that,if the
 
household sector does not change θ, the
 
steady-state net tax revenues????＋????
－????????must be so determined as to
 
satisfy
γ?＝ 1?θβ??＋β??－
1－θ???θ ??＋?＋π?, 0＜θ?1.
Then,in the steady stateγ?＝γ?－γ??can
 
be written as a function ofπ,β??,andβ??:
γ＝γ?π,β??,β???, (74)
where
?γ???π＝1－
1?θ＜0,
?γ??β??
＝ 1?θ＞0,
and
?γ???β??
＝1.
Making use of (74), it is easily shown
 
from (65)and (70)that
?????????π ＜0,
?????????β??
＜0,?????????β??
＞0, (75)
and
?????????π ＜0,
?????????β??
＜0,?????????β??
＞0. (76)
That is,in the long-run steady state withθ
constant, economic growth is affected
 
adversely by an increase inπand that in
β??but favorably by that in β??. These 
facts are immediately understood by see-
ing the first term of the right-hand side of
(63). A rise in inflation or government
 
consumption tends to decrease capital
 
stock as a whole,while a rise in govern-
ment investment helps it increase. An
 
increase (a decrease) in capital stock
 
leads to an increase(a decrease)in aggre-
gate output. The steady-state effect of a
 
change in the inflation rate is depressive in
 
the basic case, too. As for government
 
fiscal policy, the following proposition
 
holds.
Proposition 3: In the steady state, govern-
ment investment has a positive effect where-
as government consumption has a negative
 
effect on real economy as a whole.
Government fiscal policy as well as money
(or the inflation rate) is not “neutral”
toward the steady-state economy.
9. Analysis of the Golden-Rule
 
State
 
In the steady state the household sector
 
is able to adjust the economy by changing
 
the rate of consumption ? with other
 
parameters as given. A change in?leads
 
to that in the long-run steady state re-
presented by (65)-(72). As in the basic
 
case, the golden rule is again assumed to
 
govern the consumption behavior of the
 
household sector,i.e.,the current real con-
sumption is to be maximized every period.
But in the complete case there occurs a
 
rather disputable thing that has to be made
 
clear at once.What is consumption maxi-
mized?In the basic case it was undoubted-
ly consumption goods bought by the house-
hold sector itself.Does the same apply to
 
the complete case?I do not know whether
 
such a question has been taken up in
 
macroeconomics. Yes can be an answer,
but it is more convincing,I think,to regard
 
national consumption, not private con-
sumption,as what is to be maximized by
 
the household sector because government
 
consumption is also enjoyed by the house-
hold sector.Indeed the government sector
 
buys consumption goods with money in the
 
form of taxes collected from and national
 
debt to the household sector, but it does
 
not consume them. Thus the long-run
 
steady state where current real national
 
consumption is maximized every period is
 
also called the golden-rule state. The
 
golden rule discovered by Oiko Nomos is
 
extended in this way.
Now let us analyze the golden-rule state
 
in the complete KS model. Remembering
(25)and taking the proportionality condi-
tions into consideration, current real na-
tional consumption in the steady state
?????＋????????????
is the same as
????－β???????.
Thus the golden rule requires the house-
hold sector to control the rate of consump-
tion so as to maximize????－β???????.It 
is still simple!
From (65)and (69),
????－β???????
＝ ???＋?＋π＋β???－γ?＋β????????? ????1－? ???－β???????
＝ ???＋?＋π＋β??－γ?＋β??????????????1－?
×??
1－???????????????????＋?＋π＋β－γ＋?1－???δ＋γ－π?
?
?
?????????.
Let a subscript?represent the golden-rule
 
state as in the basic case.Then,the golden-
rule-state rate of consumption in the com-
plete KS model can be obtained by solving
??????－β??????????＝0 and ??????－
β???????????＜0:
??＝ ?1－α???＋?＋δ＋β?－β???????????????? ????＋?＋π＋β??－γ＋?1－α??δ＋γ－π?, (77)
whereγis that of(74). If the household
 
sector obeys the golden rule by keeping the
 
rate of consumption at ??, it proves suc-
cessful in enjoying the maximum consump-
tion, all told. How wise this household
 
sector is!
When?＝??,????in(64)is simplified as
????＝??
α?????????＋?＋δ＋β??
?
?
????,
where ????＝????????, a subscript ?
being replaced by a subscript?.Then the
 
complete KS model in the golden-rule state
 
is characterized by????.
As for capital stock,
????＝??
α?????????＋?＋δ＋β??
?
?
????????, (78)
????＝??α－
αβ??????? ????＋?＋δ＋β??
?
?????, (79)
and
????＝???1－α?＋
αβ???????????＋?＋δ＋β??
?
?????. (80)
As for output,
????＝?????????????
＝?????????????
＝??＋?＋δ＋β????????, (81)
????＝?????????????
＝?????????????
＝ ?1－α???＋?＋δ＋β???＋αβ?????????????????α ????, (82)
and
????＝????＋????
＝???????????
＝??
α????????＋?＋δ＋β??
?
?
????????
＝ ?＋?＋δ＋β?????????α ????, (83)
because of(78).
Finally, as for real private disposable
 
income, real private saving, and private
 
consumption,
??????????? ＝
?＋?＋π＋β－γ?????????1－?? ???
＝ ?＋?＋π＋β??－γ＋?1－α??δ＋γ－π???????????????????α ???
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＝ ?＋?＋δ＋β??－α?δ＋γ－π????????????????＋?＋δ＋β?? ???, (84)
?????????? ＝??＋?＋π＋β－γ?????
＝?＋?＋π＋β－γ??????????＋?＋δ＋β??α????, (85)
and
?????????????? ＝
?
?
1－α???α ??＋?＋δ＋β???－β??
?????
＝??
1－α???α －
β?????? ???＋?＋δ＋β??
?
?α????. (86)
The above results (78)-(85) are much
 
the same as the corresponding results of
 
the basic case.Especially in the case where
β???＝β???＝0,which necessarily holds true 
in a closed economy,the levels of capital
 
stock and output are just the same!Then,
there are three features of the complete KS
 
model to be stressed.The first is the same
 
as in the basic case,i.e.,the superneutrality
 
of money.In the golden-rule state,money
(or the inflation rate)does not influence
 
real economy represented by (78)-(83).
The second is proper to the complete case,
i.e., the ineffectiveness of government fis-
cal policy in the golden-rule state. As is
 
also apparent from(78)-(83),fiscal policy
 
has no influence on real economy re-
presented by them because government
 
policy parameters β??, β??, and γdo not 
appear in them. Indeed the government
 
sector can change resource allocations by
 
adjusting those parameters according to
(74),but the golden-rule-state level of real
 
economy is not affected by such policy
 
changes. Hence the following proposi-
tion:
Proposition 4: In the golden-rule state,gov-
ernment fiscal policy is ineffective in chang-
ing the level of real GDP.
The third is the stability of the ratio of
 
national consumption to GDP.The stabil-
ity of a variation in consumption level
 
compared with that in income level has
 
long been recognized by macroeconomists
 
since Modigliani and Brumberg (1954,
1980)and Friedman (1957) provided the
 
theoretical foundations.The complete KS
 
model also shows it.Moreover,it can spec-
ify the ratio. Using (82) and (83), the
 
maximized national consumption is calcu-
lated as follows:
????－β???????＝
1－α???α ??＋?＋δ＋β???????
＝?1－α?????. (87)
Hence the following proposition:
Proposition 5: In the golden-rule state the
 
ratio of national consumption to GDP is
1－α.
This is a crystal-clear necessary condition
 
for the economy to be in the golden-rule
 
state.Given thatαis usually estimated at
1?3 or so,the ratio above may be around
2?3.
The above-mentioned features come into
 
Figure 4. The Golden-Rule State with Govern-
ment and Foreign Sectors.
being because the household sector adjusts
 
the golden-rule-state rate of consumption
??to a change inπ,β??,orβ??.It is under-
stood from (77) and (74) that ??is a
 
decreasing function ofπand β??, and an 
increasing function ofβ??.Figure4makes 
this adjustment of??easy to understand.
In the figure is shown the golden-rule
 
state in terms of effective labor. Let us
 
take,as an example,the case of a change
 
in government  investment. Consider
 
three values of the ratio of real govern-
ment investment to capital stock as a
 
whole,β??＜β??＜β??,and the correspond-
ing golden-rule-state rates of consumption,
???＜???＜???. When ?＝???, the economy
 
lies on Point??,where national consump-
tion takes the maximum value???.???
is the corresponding output of domestic
 
investment goods plus real net export of
 
consumption goods.Assume first that the
 
ratio of government investment falls to
β??. What happens? If the economy di-
verges from the golden-rule state but
 
remains in the long-run steady state, it
 
shifts leftward,say,to Point??due to(75)
and (76).Both national consumption and
 
output of domestic investment goods plus
 
real net export of consumption goods
 
decrease to ???and ???, respectively.
Then,what should the household sector do
 
in order to make the maximum national
 
consumption possible again?The answer is
 
very simple:Accumulate capital.To do so
 
the household sector has only to lower the
 
rate of consumption from???to???.Then
 
the economy returns to the original golden-
rule state(Point??)with a smaller??and
 
a larger1－??.This is a transitional proc-
ess of adjustment to a fall of the govern-
ment investment ratioβ??.
Next suppose that the government in-
vestment ratio rises fromβ??toβ??.Simi-
larly,the economy shifts rightward,say,to
 
Point??.National consumption decreases
 
to ???,while output of domestic invest-
ment goods plus real net export of con-
sumption goods increases to ???. What
 
the household sector should do is to dec-
cumulate capital.This time the household
 
sector has only to raise the rate of con-
sumption from ???to ???. Then the econ-
omy comes back to the golden-rule state
 
with a larger??and a smaller1－??.This
 
is a transitional process of adjustment to a
 
rise in the government investment ratio.
Changes in the ratioβ??in both directions 
never affect the value of a golden-rule-
state level????,as claimed in Proposition
4.
An alternative way to check the adjust-
ment of ??lies in the golden-rule-state
 
version of(40):
?????????????? ＝
?????1－??
＝ ????－β??????－β????????????????? ????? ????????????－?δ－π?????－γ????＋β??????＋β???????
. (88)
Take the case of a change in government
 
investment again. A rise in β??leads to 
that inγof the denominator of(88)due to
(74).Since it is already known that????,
????,and????are independent ofβ??,the 
rate of consumption is obliged to rise
 
according to(88).It is an optimal reaction
 
of the household sector to a policy change
 
of the government sector.The dependence
 
of private disposable income and private
 
saving onβ??in (84)and(85)is the result 
of this optimal reaction of the household
 
sector.
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 10. An Example
 
Pigou (1950, p.62) once stated, “In a
 
moving world, therefore, Keynes’s short-
period equilibrium positions are not the
 
positions which are at all likely ever actu-
ally to establish themselves.Thus they are
 
on a par with the long-period equilibrium
 
positions,always pursued but never attain-
ed,which dominate Marshall’s Principles.
? Both［Keynes and Marshall］alike deal
 
only with tendencies.”The same applies to
 
the short-run equilibrium state and the
 
long-run equilibrium state analyzed in this
 
paper.They are just results derived from
 
simple principles of economics. They are
 
no realities.Someone may regard them as
 
belonging to a sort of a never-never land.
Nevertheless,I believe that they are useful
 
to get a good grasp of“tendencies”of an
 
actual macroeconomy.Particularly,I want
 
to show in this section that the golden-rule
 
state  can describe a plausible national
 
economy by constructing a numerical
 
example.
As the task of this section I calculate the
 
golden-rule-state ratios of various terms to
 
GDP in the following equality:
?????＝???????
＝??????＋???＋????
＋????δ－π??????＋???＋????
＝??????＋???????????
＋????δ－π?????＋μ???????,(89)
where????is net export of consumption
 
and investment goods in the golden-rule
 
state,and by definition????＝????－???.
The first line of(89)follows from(50)and
(51).The second line is derived from the
 
last line of (39). The third line can be
 
obtained from (11) and (18), using the
 
condition that ???＝????＝???with????as
 
the golden-rule-state value of the nominal
 
interest rate. The first, second, and third
 
lines can be called respectively GDP from
 
the production side,that from the expendi-
ture side, and that from the distribution
 
side.
The SNA relationship as shown in (89)
appears in every textbook of macroeco-
nomics,not to mention,but it is explained
 
largely in terms of empirical evidence.
Indeed it matters what it is, but it also
 
matters why it is so.Now let us examine
 
the macroeconomy with the following
 
parameters:
Example: ?＝0.015,?＝0.001,δ＝0.060,α＝
1?3, π＝0.020, μ＝0.080, β??＝0.019, β??＝
0.023,β??＝0.002,γ?＝0.040,andγ?＝0.002.
The complete KS model in the golden-rule
 
state is almost characterized by these
 
parameters.
First consider the second line of (89).
Private consumption is calculated at once
 
using (86) as ??????＝0.568???????.
From (83),????＝4.274????, or the capi-
tal-output ratio is4.274.Then government
 
consumption: ???＝0.023???????＝
0.098???????, capital  consumpti o n:
???δ－π?????＝0.040???????＝0.171???????,
government investment:???＝0.019???????
＝0.081???????, and net export:????＝
0.002???????＝0.009???????. Private in-
vestment???can,of course,be obtained by
 
subtracting the sum of these results from
??????? with the result  as ???＝
0.073???????. Hence private gross invest-
ment:???＋???δ－π?????＝0.244???????.
Another method of knowing ???is to
 
look how much is used for it from private
 
saving. From (85), private saving can
 
immediately be calculated as ????＝
0.098???????. Furthermore, since current
 
account is the sum of net export and net
 
receipts of factor income from the foreign
 
sector,????＝????＋???＝0.004???????
＝0.017???????.Then the amount that goes
 
to the purchase of investment goods and
 
government bonds becomes????－????＝
0.081???????.From(73),θ＝0.895,i.e.,it is
 
found that the household sector uses the
 
ratio0.895of the above-mentioned amount
 
for buying investment goods. Therefore,
???＝0.895?????－?????＝0.073???????,
which coincides with the preceding calcu-
lation. Incidentally, the budget deficit
 
becomes ????＝0.105?????－?????＝
0.009???????. The results concerning the
 
second line is summarized in Table1.
Next consider the third line of (89).
Since ????δ－π????? and μ????????＝
0.080????????are known, it suffices to
 
calculate those of ?????? and
???????????.From(53),labor income can
 
be written as
??????＝????1－μ??1－α????????????
＝?1－μ??1－α????????.
Therefore,??????＝?1－0.080??1－1?3????????
＝0.613???????. The golden-rule-state
 
interest rate can be obtained from(58)as
 
follows:
????＝ 1????1－π ?1－μ?α?????????－δ＋π?
＝ 1????1－π ?1－μ???＋?＋δ＋β???－δ＋π?.
Taking the long-run price condition (48)
into account,capital income is written as
???????????＝??1－μ???＋?＋δ＋β???
－δ＋π????????.
Therefore,????????????＝0.032???????＝
0.136???????. Incidentally,????＝0.032 and
????＝0.012. The results concerning the
 
third line is summarized in Table2.
Finally and most important,the golden-
rule-state rate of consumption is calcu-
lated from(77)as??＝0.853.It is no exag-
geration to say that in the golden-rule state
 
the macroeconomy is governed by this rate
 
and the household sector that determines
 
it.
11. Conclusion
 
Since its birth macroeconomics has been
 
polarized into the short-run one and the
 
long-run one.Rigorous analyses have been
 
made in each,but the connection between
 
the two has been neglected despite the fact
 
that the macroeconomy considered is the
 
same.The synthesis of macroeconomics or
 
the unification of it is a task of immeasur-
able importance to macroeconomists.The
 
reason is that neither short-run macroeco-
nomics without a long-run foundation nor
 
long-run macroeconomics without a short-
run foundation is able to give logically
 
consistent answers to important problems
 
in macroeconomics. Macroeconomics
 
Table 1. GDP from the Expenditure Side: An
 
Example.
Table 2. GDP from the Distribution Side: An
 
Example.
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 stressing one aspect alone is misleading.It
 
is a general macro model based on a“sim-
ple common theory”that is needed for the
 
unification of macroeconomics.
This paper tried to construct such a
 
model in a general environment in which
 
an economy consists of the production
 
sector, the household sector, the central
 
bank, commercial banks, the government
 
sector,and the foreign sector.And it anal-
yzed the short run and the long run in a
 
macroeconomy. The model used is only
 
one. That’s the point.
The main results obtained are as fol-
lows:
1. The existence of the government and
 
foreign sectors invalidates the quan-
tity theory of money.
2. In the short run, government fiscal
 
policy is effective.
3. In the long-run steady state,govern-
ment investment has a favorable effect
 
whereas government consumption has
 
an adverse effect on the level of real
 
GDP.
4. In the golden-rule state,fiscal policy
 
is ineffective.
5. The complete KS model predicts
 
that the golden-rule ratio of national
 
consumption to GDP is roughly two
 
thirds.
Result 1 suggests the ineffectiveness of
 
monetary policy of the central bank.
Indeed the growth rate of money supply
 
and that of prices are the same in the
 
long-run equilibrium state with constant
 
income velocity of money, but it is the
 
result of a causal relation from economic
 
activity to money supply.
Results 2-4are concerned with govern-
ment fiscal policy. The effectiveness of
 
fiscal policy has long been discussed in
 
macroeconomics.The KS model is able to
 
give consistent answers because it is only
 
one throughout.The prediction of Result5
is simple and can be checked on the spot.It
 
seems, however, rather fragile as far as
 
data available are concerned. The corre-
spondence between data and theory needs
 
to be further examined. But it should be
 
emphasized at least that Result5is derived
 
under the assumption that the household
 
sector regards all of government consump-
tion as belonging to their own consump-
tion.The ratio of national consumption to
 
GDP will be higher as the extent to which
 
the household sector feels that it enjoys
 
government consumption declines.
Finally I want to repeat that the long run
 
is a special case of the short run,or that
 
the Solow model is a special case of the
 
Keynes-Solow model.
Appendices A-I
 
A. Proof of Lemma
 
That part of private saving which
 
amounts to ???necessarily goes to the
 
purchase of foreign bonds,and the rest of
 
it can be used to buy either investment
 
goods or government bonds. Let 0?θ?1
and0?θ??1be the ratio of???－???that
 
goes to the purchase of investment goods
 
and government bonds, respectively. The
 
household sector uses the amount equal to
??? to buy foreign investment goods.
Thus the expenditure on domestic invest-
ment goods is the sum of θ????－????
－???,???δ－π????,??,and???.On the
 
other hand, the amount of production of
 
domestic investment goods is?????.Thus
 
the equilibrium of the market is described
 by
?????＝θ???－????－???
＋???δ－π????＋??＋???.
Since ???－???＝??＋???, the above
 
equality leads to??＝θ???＋????.
The equilibrium of the market of newly
 
issued bonds is described simply by
????????－???＝θ?????－????.
Since government bonds are newly issued
 
according to the budget constraint (19),
the above relation leads to
??＋??－????＋???－?????＝θ?????－????.
Therefore, the bond market equilibrium
 
leads to???＝θ????＋????.Combining the
 
results of the equilibrium conditions in the
 
investment-goods and bond markets yields
?1－θ－θ?????＋????＝0.
Money hoarding is equivalent to 0?θ＋θ?
＜1. In such a case??＋???＝0, i.e.,???＝
???.It follows from (30)that
???＝ 1???1－????.
Q.E.D.
B. Proof of Theorem 1
 
From the proof in Appendix A,the equi-
librium condition for the investment-goods
 
is??＝θ???＋????,while for the bond mar-
ket ???＝θ????＋????. But they are the
 
same if the no-Pope’s-father condition
 
holds, i.e., θ＋θ?＝1. Furthermore, it is
 
obvious that??＝0forθ＝0orθ?＝1while
???＝0forθ＝1orθ?＝0.Q.E.D.
C. Derivation of Supply Curve????? and Demand
 
Curve?????
The investment-goods supply curve???
is none other than (8).To express it in a
 
usual way, replace ???and ?? in (8)
respectively with???and??below.Then,
???＝?????
?
?
?1－μ??1－α?????????????
?
?
?????.
To examine the shape of the graph,differ-
entiate???w.r.t.??once and twice.Then,
??????????＝
1－α???α ??
?????
?
?
?1－μ??1－α?????????????
?
?
???????＞0,
and
?????????? ＝
1－α???α
1－2α???α ??
?????
?
?
?1－μ??1－α?????????????
?
?
???????
?
?
?
?
?
＞0 if 0＜α＜ 1?2
＝ 0 if α＝ 1?2
＜ 0 if 1?2＜α＜1.
The shape of the supply curve in Figure1
reflects the macro fact thatαis around 1?3.
Next consider the investment-goods de-
mand curve???.As already mentioned in
 
Appendix A,the expenditure on domestic
 
investment goods is the sum of θ????－
????－???, ???δ－π????, ??, and ???.
Then,
???＝ 1????? θ????－????－???
＋???δ－π????＋??＋????,
where???and???are respectively given
 
in(24)and(31).Substituting (26)into the
 
above equality yields
???＝θ?1－?＋???1－τ??1－μ????
＋?1－θ?1－?＋???1－τ???????＋??????????????????????
－?1－θ?1－?＋???1－τ???1－δ???,
where
??＝θ?1－?＋???1－τ??1－μ??????＋θ?1－?
＋??????＋??－θ?1－?1－?＋???1－τ????
＋?1－θ?????－????－θ???.
This is the investment-goods demand
 
curve with??as given.It would be reason-
able to assume that ?1－θ?1－?＋???1－
τ???????＋???0.
Differentiate ???w.r.t. ?? once and
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 twice.Then,
??????????? ＝θ?1－?＋???1－τ??1－μ?
1－α???α ??
?????
×??
?1－μ??1－α?????????????
?
?
???????
－?1－θ?1－?＋???1－τ???????＋?????????????????????? ,
and
??????????? ＝θ?1－?＋???1－τ??1－μ?
1－α????α
1－2α???α ?
?????
×??
?1－μ??1－α?????????????
?
?
???????
＋2?1－θ?1－?＋???1－τ???????＋??????????????????????? ＞0.
It follows from these results that demand
 
curve???is bending forward and that it
 
changes the sign of the slope at ??＝??,
where
??＝??
α????1－α
1?????????????θ?1－?＋???1－τ??1－μ?
?
?
??
?
???????????1－μ??1－α???
?
?
??
×
?
?
?
?1－θ?1－?＋???1－τ???????＋???????????????????????
?
?
?
.
The demand curve in Figure1is pictured
 
under the assumption that??＜??.
D. Derivation of Supply Curve????? and Demand
 
Curve?????
The consumption-goods supply curve
???is none other than (15).To express it
 
in a usual way,replace???and??in(15)
respectively with ???and ??. Then the
 
argument on???in Appendix C applies to
 
that on???in the same fashion,a subscript
1being replaced by a subscript 2. There-
fore,let us focus on the consumption-goods
 
demand curve???.The total expenditure
 
on consumption goods is given by the con-
sumption function (22).Then,
???＝ 1????? ????＋??＋???－?????.
Substituting (26)into the above equality
 
yields
???＝??－???1－τ??1－μ????
＋???－????1－τ???1－μ??????＋??
－???δ－π?????＋????＋??＋??????.
This is the consumption-goods demand
 
curve with??as given.
Differentiate ???w.r.t. ?? once and
 
twice.Then,
???????????＝??－???1－τ??1－μ?
1－α???α ??
?????
×??
?1－μ??1－α?????????????
?
?
???????
－???－????1－τ???1－μ??????＋??
－???δ－π?????＋????＋??＋??????,
and
??????????? ＝??－???1－τ??1－μ?
1－α???α
1－2α???α ??
?????
×??
?1－μ??1－α?????????????
?
?
???????
＋2???－????1－τ???1－μ??????＋??
－???δ－π?????＋????＋??＋??????＞0.
It follows from these results that demand
 
curve???is bending forward and that it
 
changes the sign of the slope at ??＝??,
where
??＝??
α???1－α
1－??－???1－τ??1－μ???????????????－???1－τ??1－μ?
?
?
?
×??
???????????1－μ??1－α???
?
?
???
?
1????
?
?
?
×????－????1－τ???1－μ??????＋??
－???δ－π?????＋????＋??＋??????1－
??－???1－τ??1－μ????.
The position of the demand curve in Fig-
ure 2 reflects the assumption that α＜??
－???1－τ??1－μ?. This means that ?? is
 
smaller than??in (28).
E. Proof of Proposition 2
 
The equilibrium of the investment-goods
 
market alone can be expressed using (41)
with the asterisks on the prices deleted as
 
follows:
η?????＋η????＋η?????＝ξ?, (90)
where
η??＝?1－θ?1－μ??1－τ??
×??
?1－μ??1－α?????????????
?
?
?????＞0,
η??＝?1－θ?1－τ???1－δ???＞0,
η??＝θ?1－?1－μ??1－τ??
×??
?1－μ??1－α?????????????
?
?
?????＞0,
ξ?＝?1－θ?1－τ???????＋??＋θ??
＋?1－θ?????－????－θτ??＋θ???.
Similarly the equilibrium of the consump-
tion-goods market alone can be written
 
using (40)as follows:
η?????＋η????－η?????＝ξ?, (91)
where
η??＝??－???1－μ??1－τ?
×??
?1－μ??1－α?????????????
?
?
?????＞0,
η??＝???－???1－τ?＋?μτ??1－δ???＞0,
η??＝?1－??－???1－μ??1－τ??
×??
?1－μ??1－α?????????????
?
?
?????＞0,
ξ?＝??－????1－τ???????－???
－????－??－???.
Needless to say,??and??in (40)and
(41)are the solutions of the simultaneous
 
equations(90)and(91).Thus,in the neigh-
borhood of the short-run equilibrium state,
the following relation holds:
?
?
?
?
η?????α ????
?????＋η??
η????α????
?????
η?????α ????
?????＋η??－
η????α????
?????
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
???
?
?
?
?
＝
?
?
?
?
?ξ?
?ξ?
?
?
?
?
.
Denote the determinant of the above coeffi-
cient matrix by????,that is,
????＝－??
η?????α ???
?????＋η??
?
?
?
?
η????α????
?????
?
?
－??
η?????α ???
?????＋η??
?
?
?
?
η????α????
?????
?
?＜0.
Then it is easy to derive the following
 
partial derivatives:
?????????＝－
η?????????????????α???? ,
?????????＝－
η???????????＋αη????????????α???? ,
?????????＝－θ?1－??－????1－μ??1－τ?
????????????α????
×??
?1－μ??1－α?????????????
?
?
???????,
?????????＝－
?η??＋θη????????????＋α?η??＋θη???????????? ?????????α???? ,
where
?????????≡
?????????
?
???＝??,??＝??,etc.
Obviously the signs are all positive.Q.E.D.
F. Effect of Nominal Wage Rate on Labor
 
Demand
 
In order to see the effect of the nominal
 
wage rate on the demand for labor, the
 
equations in Appendix E can be used here,
too.When prices of investment goods and
 
consumption goods are respectively ??
and ??, the labor demands in the invest-
ment-goods sector and the consumption-
goods sector can be written as
??＝???1－α????
?1－μ??????????
?
?
????
and
???＝???1－α????
?1－μ???????????
?
?
?????.
Thus the effect to be considered can be
 
seen by checking the sign of the following
 
partial derivative:
????＋????????????? ＝
1???α???1－μ??1－α?????
???
×???ω?－1?
?
?
???????
?
?
?????＋?ω?－1???
???????
?
?
???????,
where
ω?≡ ?????????
??????? andω?≡
?????????
???????.
ω?andω?are the wage-rate elasticity of
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 price in each sector. It follows that ifω?
and ω? are both less than unity, the
 
demand for labor is a decreasing function
 
of??.
ω?andω?can be obtained by using the
 
simultaneous equations in Appendix E,
that is,
?
?
?
?
η?????α ???
?????＋η??
η????α????
?????
η?????α ???
?????＋η??－
η????α????
?????
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
???
?
?
?
?
＝
?
?
?
?
1－α???α
1?????η??????
???＋η?????????????
1－α???α
1?????η??????
???＋η?????????????
?
?
?
?
.
Solving the above equations gives
ω????＝??,??＝??
＝?1－α?
?
?
?
?
?
η?????α ???
?????
?
?
?
?
η????α????
?????
?
?
＋??
η?????α ???
?????
?
?
?
?
η????α????
?????
?
?
?
?
?
÷
?
?
?
?
?
η?????α ???
?????＋η??
?
?
?
?
η????α????
?????
?
?
＋??
η?????α ???
?????＋η??
?
?
?
?
η????α????
?????
?
?
?
?
?
,
and
ω????＝??,??＝??＝1－α
＋μ1－α???α
?
?
?
???－???1－τ?＋?τ?1－θ?1－μ??1－τ???
×??
?1－μ??1－α?????????????
?
?
????????1－δ??????????????????
?
?
÷
?
?
?
?
?
η?????α ???
?????＋η??
?
?
?
?
η????α????
?????
?
?
＋??
η?????α ???
?????＋η??
?
?
?
?
η????α????
?????
?
?
?
?
?
.
Therefore, ω? evaluated at the market
 
equilibrium is always less than 1－α?＜1?
and ω?evaluated at the market equilib-
rium is less than unity if the rate of in-
direct taxesμis small enough.Needless to
 
say, that both ω? and ω? are less than
 
unity is the sufficient condition in order for
 
labor demand to depend negatively on the
 
nominal wage rate,not the necessary one.
G. Derivation of Capital Accumulation
 
Equation (63)
????＝ 1－δ－β????????? ??1＋???1＋?????＋
????????????????????????
＝ 1－δ－β????????? ??1＋???1＋?????＋
1?????????1＋???1＋??
?????????????
＝ 1－δ－β????????? ??1＋???1＋?????＋
1?????????1＋???1＋??1－?
＋???δ＋γ－π?－β?????????????????
＝ 1－δ－β???－β?＋??δ＋γ－π?????? ???????????1＋???1＋?? ???
＋ 1－??????????1＋???1＋????????
＝ 1－δ－β＋??δ＋γ－π??????????????1＋???1＋?? ????＋
1－??????????1＋???1＋????????.
H. Indirect Taxes and Tobin’s?
In the presence of indirect taxes Tobin’s
(average and also marginal)?is modified
 
as?????????,where
???＝????
??＋δ?????1－μ?α
?
?
?
?
?
??
????????1－μ????????????1－α?
?
??
??
＝ 1???1－μ??.
Here is the proof.Multiplying each side of
(8)by?1－μ???yields1－μtimes planned
 
amount of production of investment goods
?1－μ??????＝?1－μ??????1－α???
?1－μ??????????
?
?
???????
＝??
????????
?
?
?????＋δ???α ????. (92)
Therefore,
?
?
????????
?
?
??＝
?1－μ???α????????＋δ???????????? . (93)
The denominator of the right-hand side of
(93)represents the value of existing capi-
tal stock evaluated at the expected price
??of investment goods as flow at the first
 
subperiod of period ?, and ?? is the re-
placement  cost  of capital  stock.
?1－μ???α???is the expected gross return
 
on existing capital stock because
?1－μ??????－?????
＝?1－μ??????－?1－μ????1－α????
＝?1－μ???α???,
due to (9).Since
?1－μ???α????????＋δ?
?1＋π???1－μ???α?????????????1＋??＋δ
＋?1＋π???1－μ???α???????????????1＋??＋δ?? ＋…,
the numerator of the right-hand side of
(93)may be thought of as the discounted
 
present value of the gross return on capi-
tal, or the value of capital stock. Thus,
?????????? corresponds to what Tobin
(1969,p.21)called?which is“the value of
 
capital relative to its replacement cost.”
(See note45for the value of capital stock
 
in the golden-rule state.)
Apparently the right-hand side of (93)
represents Tobin’s average?.But it is also
 
marginal?because
????1－μ???
α????????＋δ
?
?????????????????? ＝
???1－μ?α????????????????????????＋δ
＝??
????????
?
?
??,
due to(92).Therefore,Tobin’s?,average
 
and marginal,is?????????.
There are two ?s in the complete KS
 
model,too.They may be called??and??,
where
??＝??
????????
?
?
??,
and
??＝??
????????
?
?
??＝
?1－μ???α????????＋δ???????????? .
??corresponds to the original?,while??
is?of the consumption-goods sector in the
 
complete case.??and??appeared respec-
tively in (45) and the first half of (47)
where?is replaced with ＊.
I. Indirect Taxes and the MM Theorem
 
The MM theorem holds true,if modified,
even in the presence of indirect taxes.
Furthermore, it can be shown, using the
 
complete KS model,that the MM theorem
 
and Tobin’s ?theory remain mathemati-
cally equivalent under such circumstances,
too.Modigliani and Miller (1958)focused
 
on a group of firms or an industry which is
 
characterized byρ?with?as a class of the
 
group.ρ?is the expected rate of return on
 
equities in the absence of debt-financing,
where all of profit earned belongs to equity
 
holders. They proved three propositions
 
concerning the cost of capital. So let us
 
proceed in turn.
First take the investment-goods sector
 
as an industry examined here and let?be
1. (In the case of the consumption-goods
 
sector ?＝2.) Then, in the complete KS
 
model,
ρ?≡ ?1－μ??????－?????－???δ－π??????????????????????????? (94)
＝ ?????????
?
?
?
?
????????
?
?
??????＋δ?－?δ－π????, (95)
because of(7)and (8).???was defined in
 
Appendix H.ρ?in (95)corresponds toρ?
in the original MM theorem when indirect
 
taxes are imposed at the rateμ.
Let??stand for the expected return on
 
the assets used by the investment-goods
 
sector.Denote by??the market value of
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 the debts of the sector;by??the market
 
value of its equities;and by??≡??＋??
the market value of the sector.In terms of
 
the complete KS model,??＝?1－μ??????
－?????－???δ－π????,??＝?????,and
??＝?????,where??＋??＝??. Then,
the budget constraint on the investment-
goods sector (4)can be written as:
??≡??＋??＝ ????ρ?. (96)
(96) corresponds to Proposition Ⅰ of
 
Modigliani and Miller (1958, p.268).The
 
average cost of capital of the investment-
goods sector is defined as the ratio of the
 
expected return to the market value.Then,
(96)can also be expressed as:
??????＝ρ?.
That is,the average cost of capital of the
 
investment-goods sector is completely in-
dependent of its capital structure and is
 
equal to the capitalization rate ρ? of a
 
pure equity stream of the sector.
Next consider the relationship among
??,??andρ?.From (43),
??－??
＝???1－μ??????－?????－???δ－π????
－?????＋π???????????
×??
??????????????
?
?. (97)
Substituting (94)into (97)and remember-
ing the definitions of??and??lead to
??＝ρ?＋?ρ?－?????????.
That is, the expected rate of return on
 
equities ?? is equal to the capitalization
 
rateρ?for a pure equity stream, plus a
 
premium related to financial risk equal to
 
the debt-to-equity ratio times the spread
 
betweenρ?and??.This result corresponds
 
to PropositionⅡ of Modigliani and Miller
(1958,p.271).
PropositionⅢ of Modigliani and Miller
(1958,p.288)can be rephrased in terms of
 
the complete KS model as follows:If the
 
investment-goods sector is acting in the
 
best interest of the equity holders, the
 
marginal cost of capital (or equivalently
 
the rate of return on the investment)
should be equal to the average cost of
 
capital,which is in turn equal to the capi-
talization rateρ?for an unlevered stream
 
in the sector.The marginal cost of capital
 
may be defined as??????.Then,
?????????＝
???1－μ??????－?????－???δ－π????????????????????????????????
＝ ?????????
???1－μ?α???－?δ－π?????????????????????
＝ ?????????
?
?
?
?
????????
?
?
??????＋δ?－?δ－π????
＝ρ?.
As is obvious,??????is also the rate of
 
return on the investment.Remember that
 
the investment-goods sector maximizes??
in (4). Therefore, Proposition Ⅲ also
 
obtains in the complete KS model.Similar
 
arguments applies to the consumption-
goods sector where?＝2.
Now the relationship between the modi-
fied MM theorem and modified Tobin’s?
theory can be made clear.From the previ-
ous appendix ??????????and ??????????
are two?s,??and??,respectively.Tak-
ing (95)into account,the following simple
 
relations hold:
???1⇔ρ????,
and
???1⇔ρ????.
That is, the modified MM theorem and
 
modified Tobin’s?theory are mathemati-
cally equivalent.
Notes
 
For example,Blanchard and Fisher (1989,
pp.26-27),a macroeconomics textbook with
 
the then most “unified”contents,wrote,“the
 
field is now too large and too fragmented.
The Keynesian framework embodied in the
“neoclassical synthesis,”which dominated the
 
field until the mid-1970s, is in theoretical
 
crisis,searching for microfoundations;no new
 
theory has emerged to dominate the field? .”
Their view that“macroeconomics is in crisis”
remains valid even taking into consideration
 
what has been done in macroeconomics since
 
then.
It should be added at once, however, that
 
his attempt was not actually intended to syn-
thesize macroeconomics.
The problem of the division of a change in
 
nominal income between price and output
 
racked his brain for a long time. See also
 
Friedman (1956,1987).He could have,in my
 
view, solved the problem if he had used a
 
production function explicitly, as this paper
 
does.
It was his interpretation of the General
 
Theory that brought his sincere attempt to a
 
deadlock.For the details of even now stimu-
lating disputes with his critics including
 
Tobin and Patinkin, see (again) Gordon
(1974).
Such labor includes that of employees of
 
the government sector.
For a mathematical description, see (44),
(45),and (47)in Section 6.
Like the price of investment goods,both the
 
price of government bonds and the nominal
 
exchange rate are determined twice a period,
i.e., at the first and second subperiods. See
 
Subsections3.3and 3.4.
For a mathematical description, see (27)
and (32)in Section 4.
No distinction between the two exchange
 
rates is made in international economics re-
presented by, for example, the Mundell-
Fleming model and the overshooting model of
 
Dornbusch (1976).
This is just an example of various specifica-
tions of import and export functions. For
 
simplicity, it is assumed above that govern-
ment does not buy consumption goods from
 
the foreign sector.If it does,an import func-
tion may be rewritten,for example,as???＝
?????＋???.
“Money”in this context is that of this
 
national economy.
Other specifications can make the situation
 
rather different.For example,if???and???
are lump-sum taxes,as is often assumed in a
 
theoretical analysis,the expected equilibrium
 
price of investment goods is determined in-
dependently of the consumption-goods price.
Tobin’s?theory and the Modigliani-Miller
 
theorem are applicable in the complete KS
 
model, too, as long as the consideration is
 
confined to the partial-equilibrium frame-
work. Appendices H and I deal with the
 
modified version of the?theory and the MM
 
theorem,respectively,when indirect taxes are
 
imposed. And finally their mathematical
 
equivalence is concluded.
Supply curve???and demand curve???in
 
Figure 1 are derived in Appendix C, while
 
supply curve???and demand curve???in
 
Figure2are derived in Appendix D.
Note that ???does not appear in. Espe-
cially from the fifth and sixth lines,
??＋?????＋???－?????－???＋???δ－π????
＝??????－???＋????＋???. (33)
This equality teaches us that national saving
 
leads to either investment goods or foreign
 
bonds.Indeed government bonds are incorpo-
rated into portfolio of the household sector as
 
shown in(31),but they are canceled out as an
 
asset of the economy as a whole. However,
such a fact does not lessen the significance of
 
government budget deficit in the analysis as is
 
obviously shown in Theorem 1. That is,
national saving is not known until govern-
ment budget deficit is determined endoge-
nously.
See,for example,Keynes(1936,p.116).But
 
note that Keynes(1936,pp.128-129)keeps in
 
mind both government investment and gov-
ernment consumption, using the term “loan
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expenditure.”
As to variables regarded as exogenous,the
 
following are simply assumed in the short-run
 
equilibrium state:
??＝??,???＝???,???＝???,
???＝???,and??＝??.
Particularly a balanced budget is possible
 
only if the household sector setsθat1,which
 
corresponds to the basic case.
Appendix E also shows that ?? is an
 
increasing function of??in (40)whereas??
is a decreasing function of??in(41).There-
fore,the short-run equilibrium state is unique
 
if it exists.
Recall that the expected inflation rate was
 
defined asπ?＝1－????????in Section 3.
The last equality???＝??????means that
 
Cassel’s theory of purchasing power parity
 
holds in the long-run equilibrium state.
The rates of return on government bonds
 
and foreign bonds already coincide with the
 
deposit rate in the short run due to the adjust-
ment of the bond price and the exchange rate.
Considering (8),(15),(50),and (52),(51)
reduces to the one-sector Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction function????＝??????????.
In the short-run equilibrium state the total
 
demand for labor can be written as
???＋???＝???1－α?????
?1－μ??????????
?
?
????
＋???1－α?????
?1－μ??????????
?
?
????,
because of (7) and (14). Once ??is deter-
mined,??and??can be calculated by(40)
and (41).The demand for labor is a decreas-
ing function of the nominal wage rate??if
 
the rate of indirect taxesμis small enough.
This is shown in Appendix F.In such a case
 
there would be the market-clearing nominal
 
wage rate.But it is another problem whether
 
such a wage rate is always chosen.It can be
 
said at least that it is much easier to find it
 
out in the long-run state as shown in (53).
See Figure 3. The graph of?? shifts up-
ward (downward) when ????rises (falls).
When ?? is adjusted onto the line ??＝?1
－μ???,??and ??coincide. In the short-run
 
equilibrium state??＝??and??＝??.
It is easy to show that in the long-run state
 
the budget constraints of the two sectors can
 
be unified into ?1－μ????????＝??????＋
????????＋δ???.
Appendix G shows how to derive(63).
As a matter of convenience ?＋?＋?? is
 
written simply as?＋?in what follows.Thus
?＋?below means?＋?＋??mathematically.
They also imply that ?＋?＋δ＋β＞0. In
 
fact these assumptions are not so powerful,as
 
is seen soon. For example, the assumption
 
that ?＋?＋δ＋β??is also useful. In sum a
 
unique set of assumptions can not be specified
 
to make the argument below economically
 
meaningful.
As is seen from Theorem1,the government
 
budget deficit need not follow(73)in the case
 
ofθ＝0.
There is another possibility that the house-
hold sector changes the ratio,θ, of????－
????that goes to the purchase of investment
 
goods.It is assumed below thatθis constant.
It is implicitly assumed that ???＝??????,
??? being the steady-state price of foreign
 
consumption goods in foreign currency. See
 
also note21.
It is easier to obtain??from the fact that
????－β???????
＝????????－??＋?＋δ＋β????????????,
which is derived from (68)-(70).
The golden-rule-state rate of saving is cal-
culated as follows:
1－??＝ α??＋?＋π＋β－γ???????????????????＋?＋π＋β??－γ＋?1－α??δ＋γ－π?.
It is known that the rate of saving increases
 
with population growth and productivity
 
growth.Modigliani(1986)called the positive
 
effects of population and productivity the
 
Neisser effect and the Bentzel effect,respec-
tively,and emphasized that the latter effect
 
was diametrically opposite to the conclusion
 
reached by the permanent income hypothesis
 
of Friedman.The saving rate obtained here,1
－??,is an increasing function of both?and?.
Thus the two effects are both predicted by the
 
KS model as well as the life cycle hypothesis.
As to the ratio of the investment-goods
 sector to the consumption-goods sector,
???????????＝
???????????
＝ 1－α???α ＋
β???????? ???α??＋?＋δ＋β????
.
In terms of the capital-output ratio, (83)
becomes
???????????＝
α?????????＋?＋δ＋β??.
It should be added, however, that, while
 
private consumption is not influenced by the
 
inflation rate,real private disposable income
(84)and real private saving (85)are affected
 
by it even in the golden-rule state, which
 
implies that the relationship between a short-
run and a long-run consumption functions
 
analyzed in my previous paper (this issue)
obtains in the complete case,too.
This argument may remind you of the so-
called Ricardian equivalence proposition due
 
to Barro(1974).According to it,a tax reduc-
tion compensated with the same amount of
 
newly issued government bonds with govern-
ment expenditure unchanged has no impact
 
upon consumption with an increase in saving
 
by the amount.Does the complete KS model
 
support the proposition?The answer is “no
 
and yes.”“No”means that it is impossible in
 
the first place to implement such a tax cut in
 
the steady state.As is seen from(73)or(74),
the tax ratioγ?cannot be changed with other
 
parameters unchanged.The tax reduction due
 
to a decrease inγ?leads to a collapse of the
 
steady state.“Yes”can be considered if θ,
which is treated as fixed in this paper,moves
 
according to a change inγ?so as to satisfy
(73).Under such circumstances a tax reduc-
tion as suggested by the Ricardian equiva-
lence increases the golden-rule-state dispos-
able income(84)and also saving(85),but has
 
no impact on consumption, national (87)or
 
private(86).
See also note33.
The case of a changes in government con-
sumption or inflation can be examined in the
 
same fashion if the directions of a change in
 
government investment mentioned below is
 
reversed.
Remember that the golden-rule state is a
 
special case of the steady state which is a
 
special case of the long-run equilibrium state
 
which is a special case of the short-run equi-
librium state.
Moreover,either a value ofβ???or that of
β???is necessary to be able to calculate????
and????.See(81)and (82).
All results in this section except Tables 1
and2are rounded off to three decimal places.
As is apparent from (53), this relation
 
between labor income and GDP has already
 
held as soon as the economy entered the long-
run equilibrium state.
From (57),
????＋δ＝?1－μ?α?????????
＝?1－μ???＋?＋δ＋β???.
Therefore,????＝?1－μ???＋?＋δ＋β???－δ＝
0.012.The following result is also interesting
 
in relation to note26.
????????＋δ?????
＝????1－μ???＋?＋δ＋β??? α?????????＋?＋δ＋β??????
＝?1－μ?α???????.
It means that the golden-rule-state value of
 
capital stock can be written formally as the
 
sum of the discounted present values of the
 
returns on it as follows:
????＝ ?1－μ?α????－δ???????????????????
＝ α????－δ????－μα???????????????1＋????
＋α????－δ????－μα????????????????1＋?????? ＋….
But the central bank is able to help the
 
economy shift to the long-run equilibrium
 
state by setting the rate of interest at the
 
long-run-state one as in (58).
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